Langmuir-Blodgett Procedure to Precisely Control the Coverage of Functionalized AFM Cantilevers for SMFS Measurements: Application with Cellulose Nanocrystals.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) experiments with functionalized tips are currently one of the most powerful tools to locally measure adhesion forces via single-molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS) measurements. The main difficulty is to precisely control the attachment of biomolecules to the cantilever. Different chemistry procedures have been developed including the use of spacer molecules. Even if a process works well for small biomolecules such as antibodies, issues remain regarding nanoparticles or larger objects such as cellulose nanocrystals because it is difficult to precisely control their coverage and homogeneity. In this work, an original procedure based on the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) technique was implemented for lever functionalization with cellulose nanocrystals and compared with classical chemical strategies. LB shows to be almost 6.0-fold more efficient than chemical procedure in terms of cellulose nanocrystals coverage attachment. Moreover, the LB technology provides advantage of not requiring linker molecules, which could have detrimental effects such as overestimation of the interaction force. The structural characterization and SMFS measurements of lignocellulosic polymers show that this strategy enables the precise control of the lever coverage, which improves the accuracy of the adhesion measurements. Such methodology is expected to strongly impact the AFM tip/tipless functionalization and SMFS measurements in different fields.